A Step Forward : Moving from
AllHydroponics
to
ScienceinHydroponics.com
Through the past few weeks I have been meditating about the
current limitations of the blogger platform and how it makes
my writing and customization options smaller and the look of
my blog less professional. Due to the fact that I intend to
start writing more and expanding this blog it becomes evident
that I will need a much more powerful blog hosting platform
and blogger seems to be
limiting instead of helping my
efforts in this regards. For this reason I have taken the
decision to move my blog from its current blogspot home to a
new self-hosted domain which I will use from now on to post
new articles and releases of hydrobuddy.
This new website – scienceinhydroponics.com – will be the new
home of my blogging effort in the area of hydroponic crop
production and research. I will stop posting new articles on
blogger and the old blogger website will start redirecting to
the new wordpress based blog today. The idea of this new blog
is to allow me to customize my website as much as I want and
to be able to exploit the full potential of my web presence
through the use of a self-hosted domain. In the future I hope
that this move forward will make my content more professional
and my efforts more worth-while. Future versions of hydrobuddy
will now be released and maintained on the new wordpress blog
and the previous blogger implementation will not be maintained
anymore.
Of course if you have linked to my old blog the pages will not
be deleted but they will cause automatic redirection towards
my new domain. However the RSS feed will stop being updated so
feel free to subscribe through my new blog’s RSS feed (links
available on the top right corner of the blog). There are also

now several buttons you can use in the bottom of each page to
share the contents of the posts on facebook, twitter, etc and
a Printer friendly function that will allow you to easily
print my blog’s contents without any of the menus, etc. I hope
that you will greatly enjoy this new blog which is a milestone
achievement for me and the start of a new era for me as a much
more professional blogger :o)
Feel free to leave any comments or suggestions ! :o)

